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The Badge of Honor
Two big and important strikes have broken

out within the past week. The anthracite miners
turned down the miserable 17 per cent award of

the president's wage commission and tied up the

mines. The workers on the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit system took similar action in protest
against an unsatisfactory decision by a board of

arbitration.
A significant feature of both strikes is the

opposition of the so-call- ed "leaders." This makes

the strikers "outlaws" according to the news-

papers of the losses, and the usual chorus of

abuse and falsehood is heaped upon the heads of

these patient workingmen who have finally

reached the limit of endurance.
But the workers are no longer ashamed to

be classified as "outlaws." For has that title not

been applied to their bravest and best all over the

world?
The railroad men who led the way, and for

whom the term was coined, have not weakened in

spirit after these many months of battle. The
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organized workers of England boldly declare their
intention to become "outlaws" if the Government
dares to attempt to engage in another war.

The workers of Danzig, who halted the ship-

ment of munitions for Poland, are outside the pale
of capitalist law; and the workers and peasants of
Russia on strike against the whole capitalist
world recognize no law but their own.

So the miners and street car workers, who find
themselves now in this worthy company, need not
shrink from the epithet "outlaw." Let them
rather wear it proudly, as a badge of honor

What is a Union For?
A subscriber writes that his local union

last week refused to pass a resolution endors-
ing a general strike in case of war
on Soviet Russia. One of the arguments
made against the resolution was that the whole
matter was "political" and had no proper place be-

fore a labor union.

This idea, that a union must only concern its
self with issues arising directly in the shop, is a
quite common one among workers who have ab-

sorbed it as part of the teachings of th 3

(tampers school of trade-unionis- This theory
reaches over into more progressive unions. The
I VV. W., even, is not entirely free from it. Never-
theless it is a wrong attitude, and one that is
positively detrimental to working class interests.

Unions arise in the first place out of the in-

stinctive recognition by the workers that their
interests and those of the iosses are not the
same are directly opposite, in fact. While this
clash of interests is most easily discovered at the
point of production, it is a great mistake to think
it is confined there. The class struggle cuts like
a sharp sword through all departments of social
life. Every enterprise of the masters is aimed, in
one way or another, at the welfare of the work-

ers. And when war is the game to be played. their
very lives are in the scale.

The unions are our natural fighting weapons,
and we should make use them of whenever

demands. To say that they can serve us
to get a few cents more in wages but not to save
our lives, or the lives of our brothers in other
lands, is a short-sightedne- ss that benefits the
capitalists and does the cause of labor an im-

measurable injury.


